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When his father dies, it falls to Larry—the secular son in a family of Orthodox Brooklyn Jews—to
recite the Kaddish, the Jewish prayer for the dead, every day for eleven months. But to the horror
and dismay of his sister, Larry refuses, imperiling the fate of his father’s soul. To appease her, he
hires a stranger through a website called kaddish.com to say the prayer instead—a decision that
will have profound, and very personal, repercussions. Irreverent, hilarious, and wholly irresistible,
Nathan Englander’s tale of a son who makes a diabolical compromise brilliantly captures the
tensions between tradition and modernity.

“A rare blessing . . . a smart and witty novel . . . infused with delight.” —The Washington
Post“Tender, wry and entertaining. . . . Englander’s trademark humor is on display, but most
striking and moving about kaddish.com is the unabashed sweetness of a son’s longing for a
father.” —The New York Times Book Review“Satirical, inventive, and brimming with gallows
humor, this novel’s whip-smart look at the clash of religious and secular worlds showcases
Englander at his best.” —Esquire “Ingenious.” —Houston Chronicle “A wonderfully nimble
performance. . . . kaddish.com smuggles profound moral questions under the dress of its light
and diverting story.” —The Wall Street Journal“[A] poignant coming-to-understanding about
grief, the meaning of tradition, and love between fathers and sons.” —Minneapolis Star
Tribune “[A] delight of a novel. . . . A marvelous comic fable. . . . Englander’s expansive
imagination is such that he can convincingly write the part of a secular Jewish hipster and a
born-again Jew - and do it with the Yiddish inflections of a Borscht Belt comedian.” —Associated
Press “A rollicking, generous-hearted tale of faith, identity and family. . . . Englander’s best novel
so far.” —Financial Times “Tantalizing. . . . Englander’s prose is always sprightly. He makes it
easy to turn the page.” —The Forward “With his usual wit and irreverence . . . Nathan Englander
spins out a tale. . . . There’s still a good deal of tongue-in-cheek humor in the story that follows . . . 
but it’s also an earnest look at belief, at ritual, at mourning, and at family ties.” —Vanity
Fair “kaddish.com is funny but also profound, a saga of spiritual transformation. . . . Amid the
chaos in which we all live nowadays, [the novel] is a bright light in a dark world.” —Jewish
Journal “[There is] a hum of suspense behind this slim tale that belies its subject.” —
Vulture “Simultaneously humorous and deeply moving. . . . [An] excellent comic dissection of
Jewish-American life. . . . This novel reads like Chaim Potok filtered through the sensibility of Mel
Brooks.” —Publishers Weekly “Humorous and moving. . . . Englander is a master at displaying
the way a single decision, made in a private moment, can stay with us for the rest of our lives
and haunt our future.” —Bookforum “Englander is mischievously hilarious, nightmarish,
suspenseful, inquisitive, and deliriously tender in this concentrated tale of tradition and
improvisation, faith and love.” —Booklist “Part fable, part magic realism, part mystery, deeply



touching, occasionally weird, almost always funny.” —Jewish StandardExcerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.1Mirrors covered and front door ajar, collar torn and sporting a
shadow of beard, Larry leans against the granite top of his sister’s fancy kitchen island. He says,
“Everyone’s staring at me. All of your friends.”“That’s what people do,” Dina tells him. “They
come, they say kind things, they feel uncomfortable, and they stare.”It’s only hours after the
funeral and, honestly, Larry hates himself for bringing it up. He really thought nothing could add
to the despair of his father’s loss. But this, this quiet, muttering stream of well-wishers has made
it, for Larry, all the worse.What he’s taking issue with is the look that he’s getting. It’s not the
usual pained nod one naturally offers. Larry’s convinced there’s a bite to it—condemning.He
doesn’t know how he’ll survive a week trapped in his sister’s home, in his sister’s community,
when every time one of the visitors glances over, Larry feels himself appraised.And so he keeps
raising his hand to the top of his head, check-ing for the yarmulke, sitting there like a hubcap for
all its emo-tional weight. Its absence at his own father’s shivah would be the same as standing
naked before them.Sneaked off into the kitchen with his sister, their first moment alone, Larry
unloads his complaints in a hiss.“Tell them,” he says, “to stop looking my way.”“At a condolence
call? You want them not to look at the—” Dina pauses. “What are we, the condoled? The
aggrieved?”“We are the grievances.”“The mourners!” she says. “You want them not to show that
they care?”“I want them not to judge me just because I left their stupid world.”Dina laughs, her
first since they put their father into the ground.“This is so like you,” his sister tells him. “To make it
negative, to complicate what can’t be any more simple. This bitterness in the face of what is pure
niceness is on you.”“On me? Are you kidding? Are you really saying that—today?”“You know that
I am, little brother. I love you, Larry, but if you choose, even, yes, today, to throw one of your fits
—”“My fits!”“Don’t yell, Larry. People can hear.”“Fuck the people.”“Oh, that’s nice.”“I mean it,”
Larry says, thinking that “fit” may not be a com-pletely inappropriate word.“Go on then. Curse at
the terrible people who will cook for us, and feed us, and drive carpool for me all week, and
make sure that we don’t mourn alone. Yes, curse at the nice men who washed our father’s body
and prepared the shroud, and laid the shards atop his eyes, and now come to make a minyan in
this house.”“Spare me, Dina. It’s my mourning too, and I should get to feel at home, in your
home, as much as them.”“Who’s saying different? But you have to understand, they aren’t used
to it, Larry. Used to what you do.” Dina takes a breath, reorganizing her thoughts. “Memphis Jews
are even more conservative than the ones we grew up with. In Brooklyn, even the edgeless have
an edge. Here, if you’re going to be radi-cal, people may, a little bit, stare.”Larry is now the one
staring. He stands before his older sister, giving her the best of his blank looks. About what he
was doing that anyone could think radical, Larry has no clue.“Tell me you don’t know,” she says.
“Honestly, tell me it’s not on purpose. That you’ve actually forgotten so much.”“Honestly,
honestly, I don’t. I”—and here Larry was going to swear, which Orthodox Jews are forbidden to
do. In defer-ence not so much to his sister, but to the opportunity to prove his innocence (that he
is not as odd a duck as they think him, that he isn’t doing anything anyone could consider
wrong), Larry rights his sentence and, with a stutter, ends it on the word “promise”—“I promise,”



he says.“You really need me to tell you?”“I do.”Dina rolls her eyes as she has since Larry was old
enough to understand what it meant, and likely before. She explains what she’s sure he knows
and is—without a doubt—doing on purpose.“You step out into the yard. You read a book,” she
says, with true sisterly fury. “You sit, like it’s nothing, on a regular chair.”Larry straightens up at
that, pushing with his hands against the counter, stepping back into the radius of his offense.He
gives himself a moment, letting the blood flow to his cheeks, his face reddening, as if, like a
chameleon, he can change color at will.“It’s no reason to treat me like a freak,” he says. “They’re
just stupid rules.”But even as he says it, rebellious little brother that he is, black sheep, and, yes,
apostate, Larry understands that for Dina, they’re much more than that.For him to step out of the
house. To read a page for pleasure. And, above all, to reject that special shivah perch—the low
chair, the wooden box, a couch with the cushions removed. It is too much. That ancient pose, the
mourner sitting slope shouldered, ashen faced, and close to the ground, it represents for Dina
pure sorrow.“A stupid chair isn’t what makes it mourning,” Larry says, doubling down.Though he
knows, for his sister, a chair absolutely did.***There lies Larry, wedged in his nephew’s narrow
bed, in his nephew’s narrow room, freezing under a thin polyester comforter in Dina’s arctically
over-air-conditioned house.Sleep does not come on the first night of mourning, when Larry,
mustering all his Zazen-based mindfulness, cannot disen-gage from the shock of his own
thoughts.He wants to scream “Daddy.” And he wants to scream “Mommy.” And it’s that pure
regression, on top of the grief, that has him so alarmed. A grown man, frustrated with his frus-
tration, wrestling to keep his hurt pent up.If Larry wasn’t already headed there on his own, Dina
had nudged him the rest of the way back to childhood by sticking him in an eleven-year-old’s lair,
instead of settling her thirty-year-old brother in the more uncle-worthy den.But the den is where
their father had taken sick during his Passover visit. It’s where he’d convalesced between the
many trips to the hospital, until his final, fateful admittance. That room was blocked off in Dina’s
mind.And so this skinny bed for Larry, on which he flips to face the glow of his nephew’s
aquarium.Its watery light bathes him while illuminating the wall oppo-site, the fish gliding before
a shelf of giant trophies, the likes of which Larry—in his sporting years—had never won.And now
he does not want to yell for his parents, but yell at his sister, furious over what, he couldn’t
exactly say. Maybe it’s the light of the tank, turned blinding, keeping a sleepless man awake?
Maybe it’s because, in their already tiny family, his big sister hadn’t been able to make their
father not die? Or because, when he was his nephew’s tender age, Dina, older, wiser, hadn’t
been able to stop their flaky mother from running off to Marin County with Dennis, her ridiculous,
new-age husband—the newlyweds fresh from a marriage that took place the very day their dear
father held the get in his hands.Their mother had literally gone from her divorce in rabbinical
court straight to a chuppah in Prospect Park. She’d forced Larry to hold one of the supporting
poles, while Dennis broke the glass, stomping it with his fat, Birkenstocked foot.Larry shakes his
head at the memory, and, pressing a pillow over his face until he sees stars, he figures he’s
maybe mad at Dina simply for representing all that was left of the only family unit he’d ever
known.Now it was the two of them, alone.Except Dina is not alone. She has her husband, and



her three kids, and the hundreds of religious clanspeople who’d pour in all week. These
southern, Memphis, Gracelandian Jews who’d never give up or go away.Larry, overcome with
exhaustion and emotion, with the end-less exploration of his sorrows, gives up and crawls from
bed. He yanks the fish tank’s plug from the wall with a force edging on violence and sighs with
relief as a restorative darkness floods the room.Feeling his way back under the boy’s blanket,
tucking himself in, Larry floats toward sleep in that wonderful blackness.But he can’t let go,
haunted as he is by thoughts of death and of dirt, of gravel thrumming against coffin, and the
literal specter of a soul formally separated from its body—his father’s ghost on the loose. With
Larry’s own body stretched out in that narrow casket of a bed and chock-full of superstition, it’s
as if he’d dug up his old religious self just as his father was buried.Eyes closed, he tries again
and again to let himself drift. But his ears train themselves on the fish in the tank, concerned with
their well-being.More and more, Larry worries that by pulling the plug, he’d turned off the whole
contraption, that he’d somehow suffocate the fish, or undrown them, or whatever the term is for
stop-ping things that breathe underwater from doing whatever it is that they do.He can’t, quite
obviously, hear them swimming, so he instead tries to isolate the sound of the water filter—
separating it from the unfamiliar electrical hum of the house. But everything is overpowered by
the drone of whatever tireless compressor is anchored nearby, and forcing all that icy air through
the vent above his bed.So Larry opens his eyes again, stirring further, and strains his vision
against the darkness, hoping to make out the smokestack of bubbles rising from that stupid
aquarium’s pump.He is—and he knows it’s not rational—fully terrified that the family will wake to
another set of funerals, all of them his idiotic, avuncular fault. He pictures them all crunched into
the bathroom in their funereal clothing, now poised over one of the house’s stately, silent-flush,
rich-person toilets. Larry’s nephew will preside while his two nieces, like pallbearers, hold a fish-
heavy skimmer, the kids watching those murdered charges tum-ble off to their maker, just as
they had with their grandfather the morning before.Every time sleep comes, the fish pull Larry
back, until he drags himself from bed to plug the damn thing back in.With the light burning, Larry
gives himself over to the end-lessness of the night, lying there missing his father—loving his
father—who, white bearded and full of faith, had been the only one from Larry’s old life, from
their cloistered community, who saw his true nature, loving Larry for exactly who he was and
cherishing the man he’d become.“I want you to know,” his father had said, from his hospital bed,
“that you, in this world and the next, will be fine.”“You think?” Larry had said.“Do you know what I
think?”“I’m asking.”“I think the World to Come is just a long table where every-one, on both sides,
sits, men and women—”“Pets?”“No pets,” his father said.“None?”“Fine,” his father said. “Under
the table, the dogs and cats. But no birds. I can’t picture it with birds.”“Fair enough,” Larry
said.“This long table, with its perfect white cloth, is set not with food and drink, but with the
Torah, copies for everyone, so that you can read to yourself or learn in pairs.”“I can picture
that.”“And you know what happens at this table?”“What?”“All you do for eternity is study. Nothing
else. No interrup-tion. No day, no night, no weekend or holiday, no y’mei chag or chol. For it is the
afterlife. Time unbroken—all of it given over to one purpose.”“Sure,” Larry said.“This is why, for



the souls gathered, that single place serves as both Heaven and Hell.”Here his father had
gulped at the air, fishlike himself.“It goes like this,” his father said. “If you have a good mind and a
good heart, if you like to learn Torah and take interest in knowledge, then studying for eternity is,
for you, Heaven.”He had looked to his son, and Larry had nodded.“And if all you want is to waste
time on narishkeit and bunk stuff, to think your greedy thoughts though the money is gone, and
to think your dirty thoughts though your schvontz is buried down below, then for you that same
table is torture. Then sitting there, with your bad brain, you find yourself in Hell.”Larry considered
the idea, poised at his father’s side.Partly, he’d thought it was funny, and thought about making a
Larry-like joke. But being his father’s son, Larry also took it seriously. He was awed at the notion
and somehow afraid.His father, who could read him like no one else, reached out with his liver-
spotted hand and, laying it atop Larry’s, said, “I’m sure, in that place, for you, it would be
Heaven.”Larry had gasped, not from surprise, but choking back the rush of comfort he took in his
father’s ruling.“Trust me, Larry, it’s all right that you don’t believe. This period in your life—it feels
like it’s forever, but if you’re lucky, life is long and each of these forevers will one day seem
fleeting. You think when I was your age that I could have pictured this? That it would be 1999—
the edge of a new millennium—and I’d be saying goodbye to a handsome, grown son at the end
of my days? I can tell you that even back then, I already felt old and thought I knew it all.” His
father gave a weak squeeze to Larry’s hand. “You’re a good boy. And I pray that I don’t see you
across from me until you reach a hundred and twenty years. But for you, my boychick, when it’s
the right time to take your seat, that table will feel like a blessing without end.” --This text refers to
the paperback edition.About the AuthorNathan Englander is the author of the story collections
For the Relief of Unbearable Urges, an international best seller, and What We Talk About When
We Talk About Anne Frank, and the novels The Ministry of Special Cases and Dinner at the
Center of the Earth. His books have been translated into twenty-two languages. He is the
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, a PEN/Malamud Award, the Frank O’Connor
International Short Story Award, and the Sue Kaufman Prize from the American Academy of Arts
and Letters, and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in 2013. His play, The Twenty-Seventh Man,
premiered at the Public Theater in 2012. He is Distinguished Writer in Residence at New York
University and lives in Brooklyn, New York, with his wife and daughter. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Read more
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and sporting a shadow of beard, Larry leans against the granite top of his sister’s fancy kitchen
island. He says, “Everyone’s staring at me. All of your friends.”“That’s what people do,” Dina tells
him. “They come, they say kind things, they feel uncomfortable, and they stare.”It’s only hours
after the funeral and, honestly, Larry hates himself for bringing it up. He really thought nothing
could add to the despair of his father’s loss. But this, this quiet, muttering stream of well-wishers
has made it, for Larry, all the worse.What he’s taking issue with is the look that he’s getting. It’s
not the usual pained nod one naturally offers. Larry’s convinced there’s a bite to it—
condemning.He doesn’t know how he’ll survive a week trapped in his sister’s home, in his
sister’s community, when every time one of the visitors glances over, Larry feels himself
appraised.And so he keeps raising his hand to the top of his head, checking for the yarmulke,
sitting there like a hubcap for all its emotional weight. Its absence at his own father’s shivah
would be the same as standing naked before them.Sneaked off into the kitchen with his sister,
their first moment alone, Larry unloads his complaints in a hiss.“Tell them,” he says, “to stop
looking my way.”“At a condolence call? You want them not to look at the—” Dina pauses. “What
are we, the condoled? The aggrieved?”“We are the grievances.”“The mourners!” she says. “You
want them not to show that they care?”“I want them not to judge me just because I left their
stupid world.”Dina laughs, her first since they put their father into the ground.“This is so like you,”
his sister tells him. “To make it negative, to complicate what can’t be any more simple. This



bitterness in the face of what is pure niceness is on you.”“On me? Are you kidding? Are you
really saying that—today?”“You know that I am, little brother. I love you, Larry, but if you choose,
even, yes, today, to throw one of your fits—”“My fits!”“Don’t yell, Larry. People can hear.”“Fuck
the people.”“Oh, that’s nice.”“I mean it,” Larry says, thinking that “fit” may not be a completely
inappropriate word.“Go on then. Curse at the terrible people who will cook for us, and feed us,
and drive carpool for me all week, and make sure that we don’t mourn alone. Yes, curse at the
nice men who washed our father’s body and prepared the shroud, and laid the shards atop his
eyes, and now come to make a minyan in this house.”“Spare me, Dina. It’s my mourning too, and
I should get to feel at home, in your home, as much as them.”“Who’s saying different? But you
have to understand, they aren’t used to it, Larry. Used to what you do.” Dina takes a breath,
reorganizing her thoughts. “Memphis Jews are even more conservative than the ones we grew
up with. In Brooklyn, even the edgeless have an edge. Here, if you’re going to be radical, people
may, a little bit, stare.”Larry is now the one staring. He stands before his older sister, giving her
the best of his blank looks. About what he was doing that anyone could think radical, Larry has
no clue.“Tell me you don’t know,” she says. “Honestly, tell me it’s not on purpose. That you’ve
actually forgotten so much.”“Honestly, honestly, I don’t. I”—and here Larry was going to swear,
which Orthodox Jews are forbidden to do. In deference not so much to his sister, but to the
opportunity to prove his innocence (that he is not as odd a duck as they think him, that he isn’t
doing anything anyone could consider wrong), Larry rights his sentence and, with a stutter, ends
it on the word “promise”—“I promise,” he says.“You really need me to tell you?”“I do.”Dina rolls
her eyes as she has since Larry was old enough to understand what it meant, and likely before.
She explains what she’s sure he knows and is—without a doubt—doing on purpose.“You step
out into the yard. You read a book,” she says, with true sisterly fury. “You sit, like it’s nothing, on a
regular chair.”Larry straightens up at that, pushing with his hands against the counter, stepping
back into the radius of his offense.He gives himself a moment, letting the blood flow to his
cheeks, his face reddening, as if, like a chameleon, he can change color at will.“It’s no reason to
treat me like a freak,” he says. “They’re just stupid rules.”But even as he says it, rebellious little
brother that he is, black sheep, and, yes, apostate, Larry understands that for Dina, they’re much
more than that.For him to step out of the house. To read a page for pleasure. And, above all, to
reject that special shivah perch—the low chair, the wooden box, a couch with the cushions
removed. It is too much. That ancient pose, the mourner sitting slope shouldered, ashen faced,
and close to the ground, it represents for Dina pure sorrow.“A stupid chair isn’t what makes it
mourning,” Larry says, doubling down.Though he knows, for his sister, a chair absolutely did.—
There lies Larry, wedged in his nephew’s narrow bed, in his nephew’s narrow room, freezing
under a thin polyester comforter in Dina’s arctically over-air-conditioned house.Sleep does not
come on the first night of mourning, when Larry, mustering all his Zazen-based mindfulness,
cannot disengage from the shock of his own thoughts.He wants to scream “Daddy.” And he
wants to scream “Mommy.” And it’s that pure regression, on top of the grief, that has him so
alarmed. A grown man, frustrated with his frustration, wrestling to keep his hurt pent up.If Larry



wasn’t already headed there on his own, Dina had nudged him the rest of the way back to
childhood by sticking him in an eleven-year-old’s lair, instead of settling her thirty-year-old
brother in the more uncle-worthy den.But the den is where their father had taken sick during his
Passover visit. It’s where he’d convalesced between the many trips to the hospital, until his final,
fateful admittance. That room was blocked off in Dina’s mind.And so this skinny bed for Larry, on
which he flips to face the glow of his nephew’s aquarium.Its watery light bathes him while
illuminating the wall opposite, the fish gliding before a shelf of giant trophies, the likes of which
Larry—in his sporting years—had never won.And now he does not want to yell for his parents,
but yell at his sister, furious over what, he couldn’t exactly say. Maybe it’s the light of the tank,
turned blinding, keeping a sleepless man awake? Maybe it’s because, in their already tiny family,
his big sister hadn’t been able to make their father not die? Or because, when he was his
nephew’s tender age, Dina, older, wiser, hadn’t been able to stop their flaky mother from running
off to Marin County with Dennis, her ridiculous, new-age husband—the newlyweds fresh from a
marriage that took place the very day their dear father held the get in his hands.Their mother
had literally gone from her divorce in rabbinical court straight to a chuppah in Prospect Park.
She’d forced Larry to hold one of the supporting poles, while Dennis broke the glass, stomping it
with his fat, Birkenstocked foot.Larry shakes his head at the memory, and, pressing a pillow over
his face until he sees stars, he figures he’s maybe mad at Dina simply for representing all that
was left of the only family unit he’d ever known.Now it was the two of them, alone.Except Dina is
not alone. She has her husband, and her three kids, and the hundreds of religious clanspeople
who’d pour in all week. These southern, Memphis, Gracelandian Jews who’d never give up or go
away.Larry, overcome with exhaustion and emotion, with the endless exploration of his sorrows,
gives up and crawls from bed. He yanks the fish tank’s plug from the wall with a force edging on
violence and sighs with relief as a restorative darkness floods the room.Feeling his way back
under the boy’s blanket, tucking himself in, Larry floats toward sleep in that wonderful
blackness.But he can’t let go, haunted as he is by thoughts of death and of dirt, of gravel
thrumming against coffin, and the literal specter of a soul formally separated from its body—his
father’s ghost on the loose. With Larry’s own body stretched out in that narrow casket of a bed
and chock-full of superstition, it’s as if he’d dug up his old religious self just as his father was
buried.Eyes closed, he tries again and again to let himself drift. But his ears train themselves on
the fish in the tank, concerned with their well-being.More and more, Larry worries that by pulling
the plug, he’d turned off the whole contraption, that he’d somehow suffocate the fish, or undrown
them, or whatever the term is for stopping things that breathe underwater from doing whatever it
is that they do.He can’t, quite obviously, hear them swimming, so he instead tries to isolate the
sound of the water filter—separating it from the unfamiliar electrical hum of the house. But
everything is overpowered by the drone of whatever tireless compressor is anchored nearby,
and forcing all that icy air through the vent above his bed.So Larry opens his eyes again, stirring
further, and strains his vision against the darkness, hoping to make out the smokestack of
bubbles rising from that stupid aquarium’s pump.He is—and he knows it’s not rational—fully



terrified that the family will wake to another set of funerals, all of them his idiotic, avuncular fault.
He pictures them all crunched into the bathroom in their funereal clothing, now poised over one
of the house’s stately, silent-flush, rich-person toilets. Larry’s nephew will preside while his two
nieces, like pallbearers, hold a fish-heavy skimmer, the kids watching those murdered charges
tumble off to their maker, just as they had with their grandfather the morning before.Every time
sleep comes, the fish pull Larry back, until he drags himself from bed to plug the damn thing
back in.With the light burning, Larry gives himself over to the endlessness of the night, lying
there missing his father—loving his father—who, white bearded and full of faith, had been the
only one from Larry’s old life, from their cloistered community, who saw his true nature, loving
Larry for exactly who he was and cherishing the man he’d become.“I want you to know,” his
father had said, from his hospital bed, “that you, in this world and the next, will be fine.”“You
think?” Larry had said.“Do you know what I think?”“I’m asking.”“I think the World to Come is just a
long table where everyone, on both sides, sits, men and women—”“Pets?”“No pets,” his father
said.“None?”“Fine,” his father said. “Under the table, the dogs and cats. But no birds. I can’t
picture it with birds.”“Fair enough,” Larry said.“This long table, with its perfect white cloth, is set
not with food and drink, but with the Torah, copies for everyone, so that you can read to yourself
or learn in pairs.”“I can picture that.”“And you know what happens at this table?”“What?”“All you
do for eternity is study. Nothing else. No interruption. No day, no night, no weekend or holiday, no
y’mei chag or chol. For it is the afterlife. Time unbroken—all of it given over to one
purpose.”“Sure,” Larry said.“This is why, for the souls gathered, that single place serves as both
Heaven and Hell.”Here his father had gulped at the air, fishlike himself.“It goes like this,” his
father said. “If you have a good mind and a good heart, if you like to learn Torah and take interest
in knowledge, then studying for eternity is, for you, Heaven.”He had looked to his son, and Larry
had nodded.“And if all you want is to waste time on narishkeit and bunk stuff, to think your
greedy thoughts though the money is gone, and to think your dirty thoughts though your
schvontz is buried down below, then for you that same table is torture. Then sitting there, with
your bad brain, you find yourself in Hell.”Larry considered the idea, poised at his father’s
side.Partly, he’d thought it was funny, and thought about making a Larry-like joke. But being his
father’s son, Larry also took it seriously. He was awed at the notion and somehow afraid.His
father, who could read him like no one else, reached out with his liver-spotted hand and, laying it
atop Larry’s, said, “I’m sure, in that place, for you, it would be Heaven.”Larry had gasped, not
from surprise, but choking back the rush of comfort he took in his father’s ruling.“Trust me, Larry,
it’s all right that you don’t believe. This period in your life—it feels like it’s forever, but if you’re
lucky, life is long and each of these forevers will one day seem fleeting. You think when I was
your age that I could have pictured this? That it would be 1999—the edge of a new millennium—
and I’d be saying goodbye to a handsome, grown son at the end of my days? I can tell you that
even back then, I already felt old and thought I knew it all.” His father gave a weak squeeze to
Larry’s hand. “You’re a good boy. And I pray that I don’t see you across from me until you reach a
hundred and twenty years. But for you, my boychick, when it’s the right time to take your seat,



that table will feel like a blessing without end.”IIThe second day of shivah is even harder than the
first.An olive branch offered to his sister, Larry spends the whole morning in the living room
among the visitors, sitting on the appropriate backbreaking chair.He lets himself be small-talked
and well-wished, nodding politely in response to even the faintest of frowns. One after another,
he receives the pathologically tone-deaf tales of everyone else’s dead parents, the lives cut
short and drawn-out passings, the goodbyes exchanged and the laments of those who’d missed
the chance to lower eyelids that would forever stay shut.Larry wants to say, in response, “Thanks
for sharing, and fuck your dead dad.”Instead, he musters his own frowns, consoling in turn. He
pats a leg and pats a back, and even dispenses one hug so fierce it sends both their yarmulkes
tumbling to the ground.Whenever Larry checks the clock, it appears to be frozen in place, if not
ticking backwards. The relentless Tennessee sun cuts through the blinds, catching Larry in its
glare no matter which way he turns.Having squatted there cramped for as long as he humanly
could, Larry hoists himself up and pads out onto the burning back patio in his socks. All eyes are
upon him as he transgresses.—When Larry gets his sister alone in the kitchen again, it’s almost
time for Maariv prayers. He goes to close the door behind them, when he hears the audible
creak of a woman’s knees from the adjoining room. It’s one of the elderly synagogue members
getting up to tend selflessly to their needs.Larry pauses with that door in his hand and thinks at
her, with all his might, “Give it a break, you kindly old bag.”The woman turns rigid under his gaze,
before smoothing her skirt, as if that’s why she’d stood. She then sits, slowly, back down.Facing
Dina, Larry can see that she’s exhausted—not from hosting, or grieving, or parenting. His sister
is worn out from him.He waits for her expression to soften.When it doesn’t, and afraid of missing
his window of privacy, he speaks.“They hover,” Larry says.And what can Dina do in response but
roll her eyes?“Five more days of this,” he says. “Endless days.”“Do you know what’s endless,
Larry? Do you know what—more than hovering—your sister can’t bear for the rest of the
week?”Larry thinks about it. And Larry answers.“Me?” is what he says.“Correct. That is what I
can’t handle. What my husband can’t handle. What my sweet children, I can already tell, will very
soon cease to handle.”Larry starts to respond, but his sister, with a finger raised, puts a stop to
that.She is not done.“Larry, listen to me. I can’t keep reminding you that these are good people. I
don’t have it in me to explain, every two minutes, why kindness is only ever kind. If you want to
see negative where it is purely positive—”“Purely?” Larry says. “I’ll admit, from people like this, at
a time like this, there comes support. But that all of it,” he says, signaling what lay beyond the
kitchen walls, “is straight-up pure?”Dina crosses her arms. Dina challenges him, silently, to go
on.“Pure would mean that they’d all still be here if you turned not-kosher, or anti-Israel. Or if you
were suddenly gay.”“Why would I suddenly be gay?”“Fine. Then Avi.”“Avi, my husband? Avi, who
is horny even now—in the midst?”“Gross,” Larry says. Then, considering, “Sure. Gay-Avi. Would
they be here in the same numbers if that was suddenly the case?”It is a theoretical
point.Apparently, Dina isn’t in the mood right then for the high-minded. And though she’d just
yesterday told him not to raise his voice, she yells, pretty loudly, “Enough!”The sound
echoes.They’ve heard it in both the living room and dining room, for sure. Larry can sense all



those bored neighbors, poking about the table of bagels and cakes, with its too-many plates of
crudités.He knows they’ve stopped grazing at the outburst, that they stare through the wall, their
chapped and cracking carrots suspended mid-dip over bowls of crusted hummus and baba
ghanoush.Larry takes a deep breath and tries to count to ten.“Enough, what?” he says, way too
long after Dina’s yelled it. And for some reason he throws his shoulders back, proud, as if he’s
just delivered the smartest retort in the world.“I have opened my door to you,” Dina tells him. “My
home. It’s always been your home. And my community—it’s always been yours too.”“What, the
Memphis community? Where Elvis’s body is buried down the street from our father’s? Spare
me.”“Memphis. Brooklyn. It doesn’t matter. The Orthodox community, the Young Israel
community, it’s the same, anywhere in the world. It’s your home, Larry—wherever you find it,
whether you run away or not.”For her to say he’d run away, in Tennessee of all places. To say that
to a lifelong New Yorker. That really had to top everything in this Grand Ole Opry, Gus’s Fried
Chicken, Hee Haw state. Where, if Larry wasn’t already up all night because he was losing his
mind, he’d stay awake anyway, afraid that a fucking fiddleback spider would bite him in his sleep
and he’d open his eyes to his leg rotted off, if he woke up at all.How could she, of all people, say
he was the one who’d left?As far as Larry was concerned, his sister had married Avi and
followed him from Brooklyn to the moon. Larry was the one who’d put down roots in their
hometown. Just look at his address. Wasn’t the queen-size Posturepedic bed where Larry lay his
head every night—in real blackout-curtain darkness—just three subway stops from where they
grew up?Wasn’t the fact of his counting distance in subway stops proof enough? Could there be
any greater sign of having remained within access to what they’d been raised to understand was
civilization?He is about to make this point. To dig into her, for real, when Rabbi Rye (of all the
ridiculous rabbi names!) bursts in to drag Larry into the living room for evening prayers.The
wretchedness of the days is unbroken for Larry, but each is still punctuated with its own special
torments. There were three occasions, morning, afternoon, and night, when the community
made its minyan, and during which Larry was forced to recite—again and again—the Mourner’s
Kaddish.Rabbi Rye convenes the quorum, and in front of all those gathered Larry worships with
the shuckling seriousness and kavanah these professional Jews expect.When the moment
comes Larry calls out, so that they can respond to his Heavenly entreaties. He holds his tears
before them and recites for his dear, dear father the Prayer for the Dead.IIIBack in bed, Larry
stares at those fish in misery, trapped as he is with the single household pet in the whole of the
universe that offers no comfort. He hadn’t bothered fiddling with the light before lying down,
resigned to perpetual sleeplessness.What he had done, while the house was busy brushing
teeth and putting on pajamas, was pull out his laptop and snake the boy’s telephone line over to
the night table where he’d set his computer. Larry poked around the Internet, squinting over at
the tank, trying to identify what some of those individual creatures were called. He was hoping
he might alienate a bit less and bond a bit more.When his nephew came in to grab his stuff and
to sprinkle food atop the water, Larry stood beside him and, pointing, tried to remember what
he’d learned five minutes before. He’d said, “Is that a dragonet, the one behind those two?”The



boy—exactly as his mother would have—rolled his eyes.“Those are all dragonets. The two in the
front are red scooters, and the one behind it is a spotted mandarin. But all of them—”“Are
dragonets?”“Yes,” the boy said.“And that little shark-looking one over there?”“Is a shark,” the boy
said, shaking his head and leaving his uncle to his worries.Larry now watches that mini-shark
turn and cut his way, swimming to the glass.He hugs the pillow to his chest and pulls his knees
up, fetal. He thinks about how he’d loved his father. And how his father had loved him, had
accepted him, and displayed—for a religious man—a different kind of faith. He’d believed in
Larry’s Larryness. He’d held sacred his son.But part in parcel with his father’s belief in him as a
person, came a committed disbelief in all that Larry held true. From his deathbed, his father
continued to make clear that the life Larry currently lived, that he’d worked so hard to build, that
none of it was Larry’s real life.Even at thirty, as Larry’s hair showed its first flecks of gray and the
bags under his eyes began to puff out, the life he’d chosen was to his father temporary, a
juncture that would end with Larry, as his father phrased it, “coming home.”Home.To his father
and his sister, home was not the singular place one hailed from. It was any outpost, anywhere on
the planet, that held like-minded, kosher, mikvah-dipping, synagogue-attending, Israel-cheering,
fellow tribespeople, who all felt, and believed, and did the very same things in the very same way
—including taking mourning so seriously that they breathed up all the air in the room, suffocating
the living, so that the survivors might truly end up one with the dead.So much did Larry’s father
believe his son’s whole existence was a phase, that during one of those farewell discussions,
he’d said to Larry, “If you have any of those horrible hipster tattoos, I don’t want to know. But I
beg you, if you get any more, make sure they’re hidden. When you return to the fold, it will be
hard if you have some silly thing written across your knuckles, or a dragon up your arm. You will
be forced to face such a mistake every morning as you wrap your tefillin around.”In that moment,
Larry had felt a strange mix of emotions. He’d felt cared for. He’d felt hurt. He also found himself
laughing. “Hipster,” from his father’s mouth! A million dollars he’d have bet that his father had
never heard the word.If they were on the subject of life decisions, it was as good a time as any to
discuss the funeral, and the shipping of what would be the body back home to New York.
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gammyjill, “Interesting.... The year is 1999 and Larry is in Memphis, Tennessee, at his sister's
house, preparing for the funeral and shiva of their father. The father, who seems to have been a
fairly wise man, has sickened suddenly and died, while visiting his daughter. Larry, who at the
age of 30, has left the rigorous practice of Orthodox Judaism he was raised in. He and his father
talked before his death about Larry saying Kaddish for the required eleven months after his
father's death. Larry couldn't commit to saying Kaddish either to his father before his death or to
his sister, during the shiva period. Larry has left the faith and all the yelling by his sister and her
Orthodox rabbi cannot change Larry's mind. The rabbi tells him that he can hire someone else to
say the daily prayers. Larry goes on kaddish.com and hires a student in Israel to do the job Larry,
as the only son, should have done.Okay, fast forward 20 years and Larry has returned to the
religious fold in which he was raised. He becomes observant Orthodox, teaches in a yeshiva in
Brooklyn, and now has a wife and two children. He's now Rev Shuli and life is good. Life is good
for the Rev but as he regained his religious beliefs and practices, he is feeling increasingly guilty
about having off-loaded the prayers and responsibilities of saying Kaddish. That is the beginning
of the story in Nathan Englander's new novel, "Kaddish.com".There's a bit of magic realism in
Englander's story as he moves Rev Shuli from Brooklyn to Jerusalem as Shuli tries to track
down the owner of the website he used 20 years earlier. I'm not a big fan of magic realism as it
gives an author the ability to make facts implausible to a plot. But a little MR in Englander's book
is okay as Shuli finds his way in Jerusalem's kaleidoscope of colors, foods, music, and people. I
almost began to view the pages through the lens of a Marc Chagall painting.I was raised as a
Reform Jew but I "got" most of the references to religious practices far away from my own. The
book also comes with a question/answer section to use in a book club format. I'd like to read
more about the book and what motivated Nathan Englander to write it. It is a very interesting
story.”

Eyad Asad, “Orthodox Judaism, the Internet and saving your soul. The plot of kaddish.com is
tightly wound and builds such momentum that it’s impossible to down once you pick it up. The
story follows a man’s journey from being a lapsed Orthodox Jew who pays a mysterious website
from the early days of the Internet to recite the Kaddish – a prayer for the dead – for his beloved
father to his efforts years later to reclaim his right to mourn and protect his father’s soul in the
afterlife.But this book is so much more than its plot. It opens a window into the world of
Orthodox Judaism, which often appears impenetrable to outsiders. And it is told with such
humor and tenderness – as well as a keen eye for people's foibles and moral failings – that it
reveals a shared humanity, even after transporting you to an unfamiliar culture. There’s not a
wasted word in this novel.  Highly recommend.”

Ann S. Epstein, “Can One Shlemiel Repay the Debts of Thousands?. It is said that converts and



returnees are the most zealous religious practitioners. If this tenet is true, then Shuli, an erstwhile
relapsed Orthodox Jew, is one such fanatic. In the novel kaddish.com, Nathan Englander poses
the general question of how we repay a debt to the dead and, more specifically, whether one
shlemiel can repay the debts of thousands. A shrewish sister notwithstanding, he is helped by
the good people in his community: bright boychiks, wise rabbis, and an understanding wife.
Englander is a brilliant and original writer (compliments of a fellow writer www.amazon.com/
author/asewovenwords), who plots his book carefully, if sometimes preposterously. Nu, just relax
and go along. Even if the Orthodox rituals and Talmudic explications are murky, they are never
confusing enough to obscure the book’s intent. Like Shuli’s late father, rebellious pupil, sainted
wife, and presumably Hashem, him/her/itself, you want the man to succeed. I have some
quibbles — Englander’s cardboard women; a testosterone-fueled scene that evades a difficult
but essential cry for insight with an easy and unfulfilling orgasm — but these drawbacks are not
sufficient to lower my estimation of the book. Fasten your kippot to your skull and proceed on
faith. You won’t be disappointed.”

icd, “Great. Recipient of gift loved it.”

CinnamonGirl, “Funny. I bought this as a gift for my brother-in-law and my sister said he'd read
this book in bed and laugh out loud. He wrote me a thank you note and said he thoroughly
enjoyed this read. Very funny book.”
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